f(x, y, u, «") = ux, (1.2) «(0, y) = c(y),
where /, c, u are holomorphic functions of which /, c are known and u is unknown, Cauchy's theorem states the existence of a unique solution. The initial condition (1.2) effectively assigns the coefficients of the terms which involve y alone.
Here is proved an existence theorem in which the initial condition assigns one of the (re + 1) coefficients of each order re. Corresponding to each non-negative integer n arbitrarily choose a pair of non-negative integers (/", A") satisfying /"+A" = re. Select an infinite sequence of complex numbers c" subject only to the conditions (i) that/ be holomorphic and /«"^O about x = y = 0, u=c0, uu = c, where c equals Cx or satisfies /(0, 0, c0, c) =Cx according as/i or Ai is 0;
(ii) that (1.5) f(x, y, m, m") = ux (/"" * 0),
where f is a given holomorphic function and cn is an arbitrary initial sequence, has a unique holomorphic solution u(x, y). Under all circumstances, the coefficient m0o(0, 0) is parametric and equals c0.
Of the two coefficients, m0i(0, 0), «i0(0, 0), one is principal and the other parametric. If m0i(0, 0)=ci, evaluation of (2.1) gives /(0, 0, co, Cx) = uxo(0, 0).
To carry the illustration one step farther, suppose for the sake of definiteness Both of these equal convergent infinite series in Co, cx, c2 whose coefficients are polynomials in the coefficients of/, g. Induction shows that the principal coefficients of order re are expressed in terms of the parametric of order not exceeding re.
Apply all differentiations corresponding to the monomials x'yk for /+A = w -1 and/"^/ to (2.1). Derivatives of order less than re being ignored, this gives (/«, K) < (/" + 1, A" -1) < • • • < (re -1, 1) < (re, 0), a relation to be read from right to left "mko is expressed in terms of «n-i.i, which in turn is expressed in terms of m"_2,2," etc.
Similarly, apply all differentiations corresponding to the monomials x'yk for j+k = n -1 and A"^A to (2.2) with the result:
Every principal coefficient can consequently be found from Co, Ci, d, • • • and the coefficients of/, g by the operations +, X.
4. Specialization of system. It is convenient to replace the system /, g in the foregoing discussion by F, G with indeterminate coefficients. The series for its solution is called the indeterminate solution.
From the system so conceived the particular system for which Theorem 1.1 is to be proved arises by assigning to the indeterminates the values they have in the given/, g. The series for its solution will be called the tentative solution.
A second particular system, called dominant for the first, arises by assigning judiciously chosen values to the indeterminates.
The solution of this system is called the dominant solution. In order that the equal function U(x, y) dominate u(x, y), it is necessary and sufficient that the coefficients of higher order all be non-negative.
That they are positive is shown by differentiating (7.1) and writing the result thus:
where H is a series in z, U, U' with positive coefficients. Successive differentiation and evaluation give the desired result. R=f-ux, S = g-uv.
Since the tentative solution u(x, y) and its partial derivatives ux(x, y), Uy(x, y) are holomorphic, the substitution theorem for holomorphic functions [l, p. 51 ] shows that substitution of the series for u(x, y) in (9.1) gives holomorphic functions R(x, y), S(x, y). To prove that u(x, y) satisfies the given system, it suffices to show that Elimination of My.j+i, My+i.* by use of (2.5) gives a relation among the derivatives of order less than re -1, which being implied by (9.3) must be implied by the equations of (9.3) not involving derivatives of order re-1, that is, by the system PARRY MOON AND DOMINA EBERLE SPENCER [April (9.7) *y* = 0, /+A<re-1.
Hence in the presence of (9.7) equations (9.5) and (9.6) are equivalent.
